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Moses, our Teacher 
This Shabbat we begin reading the book of Shemot, or Exodus. The Chumash describes the bondage of the Children 
of Israel, their exodus to freedom, their journey to Mount Sinai to receive the Torah and commandments, the 

construction of the Tabernacle, and how throughout all these journeys we were accompanied and led by Moses- a 

figure recognized and engraved within each and every Jew, young and old, until this day. Moses taught us that a 

true leader is really a servant to his people, as oppose to his people serving him.  The Holy Zohar calls Moses “the 
faithful shepherd”. 

The Children of Israel made things quite difficult for Moses. They were constantly complaining to him and blaming 

him.  Often they even wanted to stone him, but Moses didn't give up. He continued to lead even though he was not 

appreciated.  Every time that Hashem was angry with the Children of Israel, it was Moses who stood firm and 

defended them. Moses was fully dedicated to the wellbeing of the Children of Israel. He toiled greatly under the 

leadership of Israel. He received beside him a nation that had been slaves in Egypt for centuries and lifted and 

carried them above the rest. He set the twelve tribes, Priests, Levi's and Israelites and brought them the Torah 
from Heaven. He arranged them as a set system of laws and commandments based on the Torah.  It should be noted 

that today, that set of laws is the basis for legal systems all around the world. 

The Torah teaches us of a special quality that Moses, our Teacher had: (Bamidbar 12:3) “Now this man Moses was 

exceedingly humble, more so than any person on the face of the earth”. Moses combined leadership with 

humbleness. That combination made him a great leader. He didn't think he was above everybody; rather he thought 
everybody was above him, and that was his secret to success. Moses was able to become the greatest leader 

because he was the most humble person. Moses, our Teacher is a role model for all leaders. A real leader is 
someone who does everything for the good of his people without any personal interests other than the welfare of 

his people.  Every person who becomes a leader in order to be honored will not be successful for very long. Only 

those who combined leadership with humbleness and care for their people are the ones who were able to succeed 
as leaders and remembered for generations. 

It is a painful problem among those who repent and choose to live a Torah observant life, or a Baal Teshuva.  A couple that has been married for years decides to make this drastic 

change in their lives and begin on a new path.  Usually one of them will have a harder time "pushing the cart" and the other one yells, pushes or forces. This is the evil inclination or 

yetzer harah –may Hashem protect us from this. Moreover, in cases where one spouse never even agreed on beginning the repentance process, the change can seem even more 

difficult. We can say that that's how the truth works, but it shouldn’t! The ways of Torah are pleasant. 

Most baalei tshuvah don't repent and change together in one day.  Sometimes one partner needed a lot of patience until the other began their own teshuvah process.  In many cases 

one person begins their tshuvah process without their spouse, and they should continue in a peaceful way.  Such as, if you want to begin to observe Shabbat, prepare for yourself 

all of your Shabbat needs without forcing your spouse to observe Shabbat until he/she is prepared to.  Recite Kiddush for yourself, eat by yourself, and sing Shabbat songs by 

yourself. Even if your spouse continues with their usual activities, don't force them to do anything. In a pleasant way and with a calm tone, discuss the subject sometime. You will 

find that if you wait patiently, he/she will begin to grow with you. Be careful not to be imposing with things that are not important, because if you become imposing, you won’t be 

able to influence anyone to do the important things. You must be careful to always have an environment of peace in your home and forfeit on things that are not really important 

and only press in areas that are important, such as Torah and kashrut. You should make your family understand that you are not being imposing, but only showing them what is 

important to you, which is the Torah and your holy will to observe Hashem’s commandments. (Ohalacha Yaakov) 

Guidance for the Home of a Baal Teshuvah 
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MIKVE FOR WOMEN OPEN 

EVERY NIGHT! 

Riddle of  the Week: 
Who in our Parasha merited a 

miracle greater than that of Sarah? 

Haftarat Shemot 
Sephardic Haftarah – divre Jeremiah I 
Ashkenazi Haftarah – Abaim Yesharesh  

 Yeminite and Babylonian Haftarah – Ben adam oda 

Last Week’s Riddle: 
Who, of the 12 tribes, was likened to the 

fox?   
Answer: Rashi explains that Jacob 

bowed to Joseph as is done to a fox at 

the time he is king. 
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A Tale for Shabbat 

Halacha Corner 
Laws of Havdalah: 
1. The order of the blessings of havdalah is: “boreh pri hagefen” (on the wine), “boreh minei 

[asvei/atzei] besamim” (on the scent), “boreh meorei haesh” (on the fire) and the blessing 
of Havdalah. 

2. The costume is to recite the verses of “kos yeshuot esah…”, “layehudim haita orah…” and 

other verses before the Havdalah as a ‘good sign’. 

3. Our costume is to say “sabri maranan” before the blessing on the wine. It is also said 

with the blessing on the wine at a wedding, a Circumcision, and etc. 

4. One should be careful that the wine cup does not acquire the status of “pagum” for 

Havdalah, Kiddush and Grace after Meals. This means, if someone drank from the cup, a little 

wine should be added and that way the wine is fixed from being “pagum”. One should refrain 

from adding water to the wine of Havdalah, but if the cup is “pagum” and one does not have 

wine in order to fix it, one may add some water. 

5. One should be careful that the cup isn't broken or cracked. But one is allowed to use a 

paper cup or a disposable cup for Havdalah. 

6. If a person is not in the land of Israel and does not have kosher wine, if there is a 

“chamar medinah” (defined by the halacha as the equivalent of wine in that country) that he 

may drink, he can use it for Havdalah. If he doesn’t have with what to make Havdalah on, he 
should not make Havdalah without wine, he should fulfill his obligation with the Havdalah in 

the Amida of Arvit. 

7. One may not use tea, coffee or citrus juice for Havdalah, for they are not considered 

“chamar medinah”. The same applies to soda or other soft drinks. This applies also to a 

person that may not drink wine. If there is no kosher wine in the city, the person may use a 
“chamar medinah” such as beer of cognac. 

8. When one does Havdalah, he should hold the cup with his right hand and the scent with his 

left hand while he says the blessing on the wine. Then, he should change the scent to his 

right hand and the wine to his left hand and say the blessing on the scent. Then he should 

say the blessing on the fire and pass the cup back to his right hand and say “Hamavdil. 

9. Women are obligated in Havdalah and all of its blessing after Shabbat and Yom Kippur, 

just like they are obligated to make Kiddush. 

10. Our sages said (Psachim 113): Three things earn a person a share in the World to Come: 

living in the land of Israel, raising one's children in Torah and the Havdalah at the conclusion 

of Shabbat. (Yalkut Yosef) 

Please preserve the sanctity of this bulletin, it requires sacred disposal.  Do not carry it out into the public domain on Shabbat. 

A Light that Leaves, Returns for Good  

Dedicated to the Success of: Shlomo ben Chana Salin  

Advise on Rising in  

the Morning 
A useful tip to helping one to be strong and arise from  

your slumber is to understand that Hashem returned to you 

 your soul and He is standing before you telling you to wake up  

and pray. One  should understand that Hashem is waiting for you 

 to do mitzvahs like tzitzit, tefillin and/or others. When people 

understand this, even if they  have a very stubborn heart and only  

want to keep sleeping, as they get  used to this idea, they will be able 

 to wake up easier from their sleep. A person should have a lot of 

concentration when saying “hamaavir chevlei sheina meeinai utnuma 

meafapai” [the prayer of ‘Hamapil’ said before going to sleep] and 

believe that just like falling asleep is with Hashem’s help, also  

waking up can only happen with Hashem’s help. He should pray so 

 that Hashem gives him strength when it's time to wake up in  

the morning. The main thing is to wake up at the time one is  

supposed to, because afterwards it becomes harder and  

harder to get up. It is very difficult to have control  

over oneself in the morning, but when one is  

strong from the time one goes to sleep- one  

will succeed! 

(Israel LeSegulato)  

Shabbat Shalom L’Kol Am IsraelShabbat Shalom L’Kol Am Israel  

The passengers on the flight rubbed their eyes in astonishment before a pair of unusual passengers: a 

young man, well dressed and a young lady, her hair dressed the traditional Hindu way, it appeared as if 

she had just come from a Buddhist monastery. The girl was angry and irritated and her companion was 

trying to comfort her. Surrounding passengers were shocked to discover from their loud conversation 

that the two were actually Israeli twins, named Ronen and Shir.  

Ronen and Shir, aged 25, weren't identical twins- neither in appearance nor in behavior. Since childhood, 

Shir was the black sheep of the family. She always had complaints and allegations and as she grew up she 

retreated further and further from the family. Only with Ronen, her twin brother, did she remain in good 

contact.  After the army, Shir decided to travel to the Far East for a few months. During the first six 

months she called home occasionally, but after that she lost contact and no word from her was heard. 

Her parents became filled with worry and began to ask Israeli travelers if and when they had seen her- 

but to no avail. All traces of Shir had disappeared. 

Only after a few months did her parents discover that Shir had joined an Indian sect directed by a very 

charismatic leader. Members of the sect are enslaved to the will of their leader and are forbidden to do 

anything without his permission. He sends them to work menial jobs and takes all of their money. 

Shir’s parents were finally able to reach her- but she wouldn't agree to talk to them, not even one word. 

She closed her heart to the cries of her mother and her father’s pleas and asked them not to call again.  

“Ronen, maybe you should speak to her” suggested the mother. Shir finally agreed to speak to her twin 

brother- she told him she was happy in the convent and did not plan on ever returning to Israel. She even 

suggested that he should meet the revered Maharishi. Ronen did not give up and decided to fly to India, but 

as he arrived, he realized that the influence of the sect on his sister was strong and her ears were shut. 

“I have a proposal.” he said to her during one of their conversations “come to Israel for a few days to visit 

our parents and then return to India, I will pay for your ticket.” Surprisingly, Shir accepted but under the 

condition that he would give her the money and she would pay for the ticket so as that nobody would be 

able to cancel her flight back. The distrust of her family was evident.  “Alright” said Ronen “but I also have 

a condition: when you go to Israel, you have to go with me to a lecture about Judaism. You are looking for 

spirituality in India, but you haven’t even looked into your own roots.” Shir agreed and after a few days 

they traveled together to Israel. 

Their parents were waiting excitingly at the airport and received their daughter with love. That evening 

Ronin and Shir went to the Givataim Hall, where a popular lecturer was giving a lecture on Judaism. 

The specified time had passed and the speaker did not appear. After 45 minutes the event organizer went 

on stage and explained that the lecturer wouldn’t arrive because he had been in a traffic accident, but 

that he would teach them a short passage from the Talmud so that they would not return home empty 

handed. The organizer opened up the tractate of Baba Metzia and read where it was written that when a 

person found a lost object with distinctive signs that could prove who the owner was, he was obligated to 

return it to him. Ronen wanted to tear out his hair in frustration, “why is this happening?” he thought in 

despair “this is the last chance to return Shir to her roots- and now everything went wrong….” 

The day of the visit had ended and Shir returned to India. Ronen stayed in Israel, deeply disappointed. He 

had one chance to save his sister from a dangerous cult, and it had slipped between his fingers…. 

Half a year passed. One day the family heard a knock on the door. It was Shir coming back home. “I'm 

back”, she said, as she began to cry. It was a total surprise. The family kissed and hugged her. She wasn’t 

able to talk; she only pointed a Ronen and said “I've returned because of you”. “One day,” she began saying 

after she had calmed down, “We followed the Maharishi to the market, anticipating his wise lessons. 

Suddenly he found a wallet filled of thousands of dollars with licenses and documents of an American 

tourist. He turned to us and said: ‘until now it was someone else’s, but now on it is mine. If God knocked 

this wallet out of the tourist's pocket and caused me to find it, it is a sign of cosmic justice that it is meant 

for me’. This little incident shook me. What about basic morality? Where was the honesty I heard about in 

the Talmud lesson at Givataim? The owner's name was written all over the wallet, it wasn't a problem to 

find him. It was plain greed. All at once I lost all faith in the leader of the sect. Suddenly I began to notice 

his corruption and selfishness and I realized how naïve I had been. After a few weeks I just couldn't bear 

the deception and I decided that my place was among the people of Israel and not anywhere else. (Shalom 

Leam) 


